OPEN ABDOMEN, WHAT IS NEW IN ITS SURGICAL MANAGEMENT?
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Abstract
Open abdomen is a concept that the abdomen is left open after laparotomy especially when it was done as emergency for traumatic abdomen or reopens the abdomen when signs of increase intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) causing abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS). This open abdomen must be covered temporarily till the signs of abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) disappears and intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) returns normal, then reclose the abdomen by one of definitive procedure.
It was found that Vacuum-assisted wound closure (VAWC) is the best temporary procedure to close the abdomen to get early or late fascial closure as the best definitive closure of open abdomen.
Also it was found that the classification of open abdomen is so helpful in choosing the procedure for temporary and definitive closure, this classification is new thing and dependable.

Introduction
The concept of leaving the abdomen opens intentionally after laparotomy has surgical heresy to an accepted method of management in certain circumstances¹. These circumstances are increase in intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) and ensuing abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) which emphasized in patients with severe abdominal trauma, peritonitis, necrotizing pancreatitis and occasionally paralytic ileus or massive ascitis².
The intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) is a little more than atmospheric pressure (2-10 mm Hg). The value above 15 mmHg is consider intra-abdominal hypertension and the value above 25 mmHg is consider as indicator of abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS)³.
Abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) is a serious condition and leads to a serious changes which are

1. Fall in cardiac output.
2. Decrease in renal perfusion and decrease in renal output.
3. Increase in airway pressure, decrease in lung compliance and upward displacement of the diaphragm and compression of the lungs⁴.
To prevent this serious condition (ACS) is by keeping the abdomen open and to manage it effectively is by decompressing the abdomen with reopening the abdominal incision²,⁴.

The management of open abdomen
Is to cover the open abdomen or to close it temporarily till patient condition allows definitive closure²,⁴-10.

The ideal cover
The characters of the ideal cover to the abdominal contents after leaving the abdomen open
i. Should protect the viscera and avoid fistulas
ii. Easy to apply, remove and allow nursing care
iii. Available and inexpensive
iv. Maintain the abdominal domain
v. Preservation of the accessibility to the abdominal cavity
vi. Preservation of feasibility of abdominal walls closure⁷.

**Methods to cover the open abdomen**

Many methods are used to cover or to close the open abdomen temporarily and these

1-Towel clip closure of the skin⁶:
Depending on the length of the incision, up to 25-30 standard towel clips may be necessary to complete closure of laparotomy wound during 2-min period, drain is put lateral to the incision and large plastic adherent drape is placed over the towel clips and the drain.

2-Plastic Silo (Bogota bag)²,⁴,⁸. Is inexpensive and readily available, is by using a plastic intravenous fluid bag (usually 3-L bag used for irrigation) which is cut into a flat sheet, sterilized and then fitted to the edge of the fascia with sutures after making a numerous small holes in the sheet for the fluid to escape. Suction catheter should be placed over the sheet and under the towel dressing.

3-To use a large sheet of absorbable woven mesh such as polyglactin (Vicryl) or polyglycolic acid (Dexon), also sewn to the fascia, over which is placed two section drains. This is usually covered with a wet towel and the entire wound can then be isolated with a large sheet of adherent plastic materials²,⁴,¹⁰.

It is important not to use polypropylene mesh or Marlex (not absorbable) because of potential damage caused by the mesh to the bowel even if we cover the bowel with omentum especially when there is sepsis².

4- To use a sheet of mesh with zipper in its center, this type of temporary closure is used when the abdominal cavity is required to open many times post-operatively for cleaning such as in sever necrotizing pancreatitis or sever peritonitis⁴,⁹.

5-Vacuum-assisted wound closure (VAWC)¹,²,⁴-⁷,¹⁰ introduce in 1995 and becomes a routine technique in managing the open abdomen especially in acute abdominal wall defects. It has become clear that the application of the dressing that covers the exposed abdominal contents but also has negative pressure applied which allow gradual approximation of the fascial edges of the wound and simplified the definitive later closure of open abdomen.

(VAWC) is formed by a- large silastic sheet with numerous small holes for aspiration of intra-abdominal fluid and prevent adhesion to the bowel; it must be put under the fascial edges and fixed to it by sutures

b- Section catheter is put above the silastic sheet
c- Polyurethane foam applied over the silastic sheet to full the defect till the skin and fixed to it

When the (ACS) has been treated and the intestinal edema and distention have subside, we remove the temporarily covers and look to and classified the open abdomen

Photo of (VAWC) device—

**Classification of open abdomen (OA)⁵**

**Grade 1 A**—clean OA without adherence between the bowel and abdominal wall or fixity of the abdominal wall.

**Grade 1 B**—contaminated OA without adherence/fixity

**Grade 2 A**—clean OA developing adherence/fixity

**Grade 2 B**—contaminated OA developing adherence/fixity
**Grade 3**—OA complicated by bowel fistula formation

**Grade 4**—frozen OA with adherent/fixed bowel\(^{11}\).

This classification allows a. description of the patient’s clinical course
b. standardized clinical guideline for improving OA management

(1) Primary fascial repair\(^{1,4,11}\)—if be possible, can be applied to grade 1A of OA.

(2) Fascial repair with mesh prosthesis\(^{2,4,10}\)—in certain conditions, must be no infection and enough skin to cover the prosthesis, can be applied to grade 2A of OA.

(3) Closure with Wittmann patch\(^{4,13-14}\)—sheet of Wittmann patch is sutured to each fascial edge and these 2 sheets are trimmed and overlap and sutures one to the other closing the defect of open abdomen, can be applied to grade 2A of OA. This procedure can be used for temporary closure also.

(4) Planned hernia\(^{2,4,11}\)—a planned hernia approach aims at skin coverage with subsequent delay abdominal wall reconstruction. Skin closure is achieved with split thickness skin graft over the bowel or over the granulation tissue that develops when we remove the temporary covers, can be applied to grade 2A &B of OA.

(5) Reconstructive surgery of the abdominal wall\(^{2,4,11}\) with or without flaps, can be applied to grade 2A, B &4 of OA.
Discussion
Leaving the abdomen open become usual thing after exploratory laparotomy for major abdominal trauma1 Along with this transition have come several methods of managing the open abdomen that afford protection to the viscera and also allow for simple return to the abdominal cavity if reoperation is required1 Our goal in all these methods is to close the abdominal fascia later when safe (Primary fascial repair) which is the ideal closure, this proves difficult to impossible after 7-10 days1. But using the VA WC as temporary cover to open abdomen help a lot later for primary fascial closure because it is not cover the open abdomen only but also creates a negative pressure which pull the fascia edge of the laparotomy wound, reducing the congestion and edema, and prevent adhesion1. Also we can keep this VA WC for longer period than 7-10 days till several weeks which allow easier delay primary fascial repair (Barker, Garner), it allows 88% of primary fascial closure substantially reduce the need for creation of controlled ventral hernia1,2,4,7. Otherwise if we fail in primary fascial repair, so we perform a planned hernia approach2,4,8 with split thickness skin graft primeraly or over absorbable mesh which had been put already, and after 9-12 months we perform delay repair of the ventral hernia and reconstructive surgery of the abdominal wall2,4,10. The classification of open abdomen (OA) will help a lot in the choice of the method of management1, Grade 1A of OA—— Primary fascial repair Grade 2A of OA—— Fascial repair with mesh prosthesis Or closure with Wittmann patch Grade 2B &4 of O A—— Planned hernia approach

In conclusion
The classification of open abdomen (OA) will help a lot in the management of it, and must depend on this classification, secondly to chose the VA WC as temporary cover to open abdomen because this method help a lot later for primary fascial closure of open abdomen which is not cover the open abdomen only but also creates a negative pressure which pull the fascia edge of the laparotomy wound, reducing the congestion and edema of the wound and bowel, and prevent adhesion between them.
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